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The City Buzz
"The girls are my favorite.” – Gov. England encourages
formation of women’s caucus

Cooper fights for the
right to party

Above: A group of Assemblywomen pose mid-conversation

Surprisingly,
the
Assembly has yet to
form
any
caucuses
except
for
those
belonging to the two
parties, of course.
We at the Buzz would be
delighted to see formed
a Legislative Women’s
Caucus comprised of
Assemblywomen
to
celebrate and discuss
issues relative to the
superior sex, such as the
current legislation in the

Assembly to provide
women with complete
information
about
alternative options to
abortion,
make
disposable diapers tax-free,
and work to stop
violence against women.
Women already hold
several
prominent
positions
in
the
Assembly.
Highest
ranking is Assembly
Member
Veronica
Petrikas, who serves as

Assembly
Member
Cooper,
currently
a
member of the majority
Patriot party, continues to
be vocal in his desire to
change
his
party
affiliation.
Why is he abandoning his
colleagues? Apparently
not because of ideological
differences or issues with
party leadership.
Instead,
Cooper
was
overheard stating, “I’m
just trying to maximize
personal
profit.”
He
clarified that Minority
Leader F. Rutledge had
promised him two parties
(presumably
meaning
receptions) if he joined
the Constitutionalists.
Meanwhile,
leaders
Petrikas and Rutledge
have been seen engaged
in multiple conversations.
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Bipartisan talent
For many, last night’s
talent show was the
highlight of the week.
Assemblyman
Thomas
managed to upstage his
performance from last
year with a duet…with
himself.
Another popular act was
the musical quartet who
called themselves The
Boarders. Their name
presumably comes from
the fact that they receive
regular
meals
when
staying at COTH….or
perhaps
they
meant
Borders?

Majority leader. (However, no women have
served as or run for
Speaker this session.)
Should any of the
Assemblymen
protest
the Buzz’s declaration of
the
superiority
of
women, the editor would
like to note two things.
First, immediately prior
to the reconvening of
session the Governor
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herself announced that
next to members of her
own party, the girls are
her favorite legislators.
The Governor has yet to
make an error in all her
years as leader of COTH.
Second, below is the best
picture the photographer
was able to capture of a
group of guys, who were
less than cooperative
…We report, you decide.

Above: The Boarders perform

Contributors

On the record
Anonymous Executive staffer: “I look like
kindergartener – I got food all over my shirt.”

a

Overheard over breakfast: “Is that a donut?” “Yeah.”
“Wow, I could never do that in the morning.”
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